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Starting from day one  this program combines  the oretical concepts  with 
laboratory exercises, as well as practical tasks. In each lesson, the students 
are  expected to spend at least 1.5 active  hours  in  his/her  workplace  by 
applying and extending their knowledge that they have learned in school.

Students who complete this program are at the same level and competing 
with persons who they have  been working for  two or more years  in  this 

ability and skills  to  solve   practical  and critical problems, and overall in a
creative   way.   Also,   they   are   open  to  new  lessons   and   ideas  in  the
unstoppable technology path.

The professional  Web  and  Mobile  App  Developer  program  is  designed to 
prepare students to start and build a programming career as a team member 
in a company or as a self-employed.

This   program  provides  students  with the  latest  programming  languages, 

development, including theoretical and practical basics starting from object-
oriented programming, algorithms and data structure, PHP, MySQL  and SQL, 
JavaScript,   CSS,  HTML5,   jQuery,    Ajax,   MVC    programming   frameworks, 
API  services,   device  resources  (GPS sensors, NFC),  interface   and  usability, 
request  collection  techniques,  virtualization  and  ‘cloud computing’,   game 
design,  real-time  ystem, web  security and mobile platforms, network and IP 
address, as well as key theories on entrepreneurship and innovation, business 

frameworks, intellectual property and personal data protection.



PROGRAM DURATION

The    program    "Web   and   mobile   app 
developer"    is   fully    disclosed    over   2 
academic years divided into  2  semesters 
per   year.   Each   semester   contains  300 
contact    hours,    ie   60    ECVET    credits. 
Consequently,  the  total  course  fund for 
the  four  semesters  of  education  in  this 

concretely  240  ECVET  credits  under the 
Kosovo National 

LEARNING METHODOLOGY

The program is oriented and organized to 
stimulate  the request of the environment 
and the real problems in this industry. The 
theoretical   and   academic basis  is  given 
particular   importance,   but   the 
methodology of the immediate application   
of   knowledge   in   practice   ensures   the 
feeling that the students are more employed.

Teachers   engaged   in   this   professional 

have  the  necessary  practical  experience 
in  the  IT  industry,  making 
it    much    easier    for  them  to  plan  and 
orient   individual  s tudent  work  outside 
their  time  and  during  the  Class. 

The method  of  working in  the  school  is 
based on the step by step construction of 
students'  knowledge,   skills,  and 
competences.  The technique  of learning 
development is known as "prior learning". 
Students  should   commit  to  the subject 
assigned    in    advance;    in   addition   to 
homework from the previous lesson, they 
should read and prepare for the next class.

Thus,    students    are    not   only   passive 
recipients of   information, but  are  active    
participants   in  the  learning  process  by 
actively    discussing,     questioning    and 
applying    the    knowledge,    skills,    and 
competences of that unit.

This method of work shifts the role of the 
teacher from that of a  passive  classroom 
lecturer to an active facilitator of  student
learning that enables students  to use the 

fuller    interaction   with    students     and 
between  students  and  creates  space  to 
focus on practical aspects of the job.

Books 
Online Materials 
Video Lectures 
Video Guide for certain topics 
Relevant software for learning, interaction and testing 
Hardware laboratory equipment: servers, routers, switches, tools and materials



No. Name of the Module  Semester Number of Credits 
ECV

  

1 English language for IT I 8

2 I 8

3 Mathema�cs for Computer Science  I 12

4 IT Fundamentals I 16

5 Introduc�on to Programming  I 16

6 Algorithms and data structure     II 12

7 Developing and designing databases       II 16

8 Scien�fic theories and methods    II 8

9 Object oriented programming    II 16

10 Elec�ve course II 8

11 So�uare engeneering   III 16

12 Web development  III 16

13 Mobile applica�on development   III 13

14 User interface design     and user experience  III 12

15 Elec�ve course III 8

16 Advanced web development    IV 12

17 Advanced mobile applica�on development     IV 13

18 Web and mobile media security     IV 12

19 Data analysis and visualisa�on     IV 12

20 Elec�ve course IV 6

Elec�ve Courses 

1 IT project management   E 8

2 Business communica�on  E 8

3 Introduc�on to sales  E 8

4 Desig and documenta�on  E 8

5 Produc�vity and process automa�on tools      E 8

6 Entrepreneurship and innova�on E 8

Web and Mobile Media Fundamentals 



LIST OF MODULES FOR THE
MAJOR “WEB AND MOBILE 
APPLICATION DEVELOPER”

Education

1. English language for IT  (sem1, 8 credits)

verbally and in writing.

2. Web and mobile media fundamentals (sem1, 8 credits)

Covers   the  basic   concepts   of   computing,   computer   networks  and  internet,  internet 
infrastructure,    www,    simple   webpages   design   and   adaptation   for   mobile   devices 
(make them responsive).

3. Mathematics for computer sciences (sem1, 12 credits)

Covers    the    principles    and    problem-solving   techniques,   by   converting   them   into 
mathematical problems; the basic concepts of logical mathematics, communities, functions 
and  relations,  the  elementary  number  theory,  graphs,  and  Boole's  algebra.

4.IT Fundamentals (sem1, 16 credits).

 
 801_objectives.pdf 

5. Introduction to programming (sem1, 16 credits).

The module focuses on problem analysis ans development of computer algorithms of a high 
level - Java. It covers the theoretical and practical aspect of the use of basic components of the 
process of programming; reading and debugging programs written in Java; understanding the 
syntax of Java programming language.                                                                                                       



7. Developing and Designing Databases (sem2, 16 credits)

elementary   concepts   of   databases;   rational   algebra  and rational model of tables and 
interrelations, structured query language (SQL), normalizations of relations, normal forms,
 managing the transactions, replication, mobile databases, and applications that correlate/
linked to databases.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/learn/certi�cations/mcsa-sql2016-database-development
-certi�cation

8. Scientific theories and methods (sem 2, 8 credits)

9. Object oriented programming (sem2, 16 credits)

10. Softuare engeneering (sem3, 16 credits).

The module covers software development challenges, softwerik processes, engeneering of 
user requests; Con�guration management; Softweric systems modeling; Architechtural design; 
Software testing; Software evolvement and softueric re-ingeneering; Software quality; Project 
management

6. Algorithms and data structure (sem2, 12 Credits).

Covers   the    basic    algorithm   concepts;   basic   data  structures,   sorting   and   seeking 
algorithms. And  more  advanced  data  structures. As part of the subject the students will 
learn understanding of algorithms and algorithm analysis; Implementation of basic data 
structures such as: static and dinamic strings, connected lists, stacks etc.

11. Business communication (8 credits)

Includes     the     main   behavioral     norms   and     professional     relationships    at   work; 
communication,  perception,   emotions  and   emotional  intelligence,   reactions,  rational 
listening   concept,    building   professional   relationships   with   colleagues   and   clients.
http://www.amanet.org/training/seminars/Building-Better-Work-Relationships-New- 
Techniques-for-Results-oriented-Communication.aspx#how_wil

The module explains the nature of the research and the methods used for investigation 
from academic, scienti�c to business as well as situations in it which are applied by 
elaborating practical examples . It includes key approaches and methods for identifying, 
formulating, discussing and analyzing scienti�c problems, �nding of relevant literature, 
scienti�c ethics, quantitative and qualitative methods for data collection and analysis in 
the �eld of computer science and engineering.

The module covers advanced programming concepts for candidates with experience in 
programming. The main aim of the course is to teach candidates to write clear and e�cient 
programs in Java, emphasizing the principles of object oriented programming. The module 
includes: Classes and Objects in Java; Static and non-static functions and  atributes etc.



12. Web Development (sem3, 18 credits).

Covers  the  website  development  with   PHP,   MySQL,   JavaScript,   CSS  and  HTML5;  PHP 

involvement  method,  sessions,  cookies,     authentication  through  HTTP,  integrating   the 
developed   website   in  the  PHP  database  with  MySQL   in   the   background,   JavaScript 
programming language, with MySQL in the background, JavaScript programming language, 

handling mistakes and validation.

13. Mobile application development (sem 3, 13 credits).

development   of   mobile  applications; main  models  and  platforms,  mobile  applications' 

design  and  architecture,  standards of  the mobile web, coding applications, using existing 
layers. 

14. User interface design and utility (sem3, 12 credits)

Covers the utility concepts and the strategies of building the user interface; the importance 
of the standards  of a good design,  request   gathering   techniques,  user  domain research, 
interactive hardware  devices, interaction's  elements, design principles for web and mobile 
devices, variations, validation and user interface examinations.

15. Advanced web development (sem 4, 12 credits).

covers the  MVC  programming  framework:  organization,  main  parts  and  functions;  user 

 web applications  through jQuery and Ajax concepts, creating web API services that can be 
used by other devices,  using  multimedia HTML5 elements, applications that function even

 if the network  connection is interrupted, integrating API-s that are ready (Google Map Api),
 foundations of web programming frameworks (Sinatra, CanJS, AngularJS, Ring).

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/learning/course.aspx?cid=20486



16. Advanced mobile application development (sem4, 13 credits).

Covers the techniques and practices of advanced mobile application development; mobile 

utilizing   device   resources   (GPS,   Sensors,   NFC),    communication    concepts,    Identity, 
synchronization,  and  social  media,  RIA  technology,  integration  with  Ajax   and   HTML5,

17. Mobile media and web security (sem4, 12 credits).

Covers  the  main web and mobile media  security  threats  and  problems/issues; basic web 

security, methods for treating inherited code, session management and user authentication, 
HTTPS, identifying traps.

18. Data analysis and visualization (sem4, 12 credits)

technologies  for  data  analysis,  and  methods  and techniques for presenting data visually 
and interactively, to facilitate decision making.

19. Managing projects in IT ( 8 credits)

20. Designing and documenting (8 credits).

Covers the best methods for design and technical documentation of projects in IT; the main 
practices for documentation, designing diagrams with Microsoft Visio, Word and Excel, use 
of software and multimedia tools to create technical documents.

21. Tools for productivity and process automation (8 credits)

Covers the advanced  techniques  to  increase  productivity  at  work,  identifying repetitive 
tasks and  automating them,  use  of  macro  tools  to  automate  processes,  creating macro 
commands.

22. Introduction to sales (8 credits)

mediums, sales cycle, identifying clients according to verticals, outbound and inbound sales 
concepts, Cold Calling concepts and Cold Calling 2.0 CRM systems in sale services.

23. Entrepreneurship and innovation (8 credits)

Covers   entrepreneurship   and   innovation   concepts;   main   theories  of   internship  and 

of successful entrepreneurs

Covers the basic project management concepts from the initiation phase to its conclusion. 
The module prepares candidates for certi�cation in CompTIA. 


